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Abstract-The lifecycle theoryof saving and consumptionpredictsthat
changesin an economy'srateof economicgrowthwill affectits aggregate
savingrateby changingthelifetimeresourcesof youngerpeoplerelativeto
olderpeople.However,studiesthattrackthe savingbehaviorof cohortsof
household heads over time as they age have yielded estimates of
age-savingprofilesthataretoo flatfor growthto have mucheffect on the
aggregatesaving rate. One problemwith the cohort approachis that
multigenerationalhouseholdsare common in many counties, and the
age-saving profiles of households may be quite different from the
age-savingprofilesof individualsthatmakeup households.In this paper,
we proposea methodfor estimatingindividualage-savingprofilesusing
householddata.This methodis appliedto datafromTaiwanandThailand.
Wefindthattheindividualmethodyieldsresultsthataremorefavorableto
the lifecycle model. These results imply that changes in the rate of
economic growthmay in some circumstanceshave large effects on the
aggregatesavingrate.However,the size andsign of theseeffectsdepends
on the rateof economicgrowthandthe rateof populationgrowth,andin
manycases the effectof growthon savingis small.

used time series of cross-sectional household surveys to
trace out consumption and saving behavior of birth cohorts,
and have not found evidence of the required negative
relationships between saving rates and age. Estimated
age-saving profiles are typically fairly fiat, so that increases
in economic growth that redistribute resources toward the
young will have either very small positive effects (or
sometimes small negative effects) on the aggregate saving
rate. This micro-based evidence is not consistent with
international cross-country evidence that indicates that a 1
percentage point increase in the rate of per capita growth is
associated with an increase of roughly two percentage points
in the saving rate, which leads to the conclusion that the
aggregate relationship between growth and saving is caused
by
something other than growth driving saving through the
I. Introduction
lifecycle mechanism.
HE LIFECYCLETHEORYof savingandconsumption There are (at least) two major unresolved problems with
predicts that changes in an economy's rate of economic cohort methods of estimating age-saving profiles, one of
growth will affect its aggregate saving rate. In the simplest which is explored in this paper.The first problem, which we
version of the model-in which young people save for do not deal with here, is that household surveys typically do
retirementand old people consume their previously accumu- not collect comprehensive information on contributions to
lated assets-an increase in the rate of economic growth will private and public pension funds. Contributions made by
unambiguously increase the aggregate saving rate, because employers on behalf of employees are usually missed
it increases the lifetime resources (and saving) of younger- altogether, so that the saving of those in employment is
age groups relative to older-age groups. More complicated understated. Pension income is frequently aggregated with
and realistic versions of the model yield ambiguous conclu- other income, which misclassifies the component of annuity
sions about the relationship between saving and growth. For disbursement that is not income but comes from running
example, young people may have low current income but down the underlying asset, with the result that saving is
high lifetime wealth, and may therefore borrow to finance overstated among the elderly. Calculations for Italy in
current consumption. If they borrow enough, then, at Jappelli and Modigliani (1998) indicate that the age-saving
sufficiently high rates of economic growth, their lifetime profile is much more "hump shaped" after adjusting for
wealth will be high enough relative to that of their elders so flows into and out of pension funds. When this issue is
that further increases in the rate of growth will decrease the ignored and computations are done in the standardway, the
aggregate saving rate. Whether higher growth increases or effect of growth on saving may be seriously understated.In
reduces the aggregate saving rate depends on whether the this
paper, we state this problem but make no contributionto
age profile of saving is negatively correlatedwith age, which its
solution; our concern here is with middle-income and
is an empirical matter.
poorer countries in which social security is absent and where
The results of recent studies of lifecycle saving behavior
very few people receive pensions from previous employhave not been favorable to the lifecycle model's interpretament. Even in Taiwan (China), from where much of our
tion of the positive correlation between growth and aggreevidence comes, the provision for retirement by employers
gate rates of saving. (See, for example, Poterba (1994),
is a recent phenomenon, and usually takes the form of a
Paxson (1996), and Deaton and Paxson (1997).) Cohort
lump sum paid at the time of retirement. Pensions are less
studies in both developing and developed countries have
common in Thailand and Indonesia, which are the other two
countries which we examine.
The second problem with the cohort approach lies in the
Received for publication January 29, 1999. Revision accepted for
way that cohorts are defined. Household surveys collect
publication November 29, 1999.
* Research Program in Development Studies, Princeton University.
consumption for households, not individuals. Even for
We are grateful to Orazio Attanasio and to Tullio Jappelli for comments
on an earlier version. Three referees provided helpful criticism and income, it is often difficult to attributeearnings to individusuggestions. The illustrative model and associated figure 5 in section III als, especially when the household's major source of income
was supplied by Pierre Olivier-Gourinchas; it greatly clarifies the argu- is a family business. Because measurement at the individual
ment, and we gratefully acknowledge his contribution. Earlier versions of
this paper were entitled, "Saving and Growth: Another Look at the Cohort level is difficult, the usual approach is to work with
Evidence."
household income and consumption-and to track cohoits
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of households defined by the age of the household head,
rather than by the age of individuals. This method might be
acceptable if all people (or married pairs of same-aged
people) became household heads at adulthood and remained
so for the rest of their lives. However, in many countries,
individuals often live in multigenerational households so
that household income and consumption combine data for
people at different lifecycle stages, obscuring the individual
age profiles. For example, a 45-year-old household head
may save for retirement, but if he lives with his 20-year-old
son and 70-year-old mother, both of whom save negative
amounts, the net saving for the entire household could be
zero or negative. More generally, the "flat" age-saving
profiles that have been estimated could be the result of
combining consumption and income information across
different-aged individuals within households.
In this paper, we propose a method of estimating "individual" age-saving profiles using household income and
consumption data. We apply this method to data from
Taiwan and Thailand, and compare our results with those
based on the more standard "household-based" approach.
We find that the individual method yields results that are
more favorable to the lifecycle model than those from the
household method. In both countries, individuals appear to
save in middle age and to dissave at very young and very old
ages. This general hump-shaped age pattern of saving is
consistent with both positive and negative effects of economic growth on the aggregate saving rate. Our results
illustrate the point. For Taiwan, the results indicate that
increases in growth can result in large increases in saving
rates, particularlywhen the rate of population growth is low.
By contrast, the results for Thailand indicate that, for most
combinations of rates of economic and population growth,
increases in economic growth raise the wealth of the very
youngest individuals, who are dissavers, causing a reduction
in the aggregate saving rate.
Our inethod relies on the assumption that households
serve as "veils" for individuals, each of whom consumes
and saves according to his or her own lifetime wealth;
household membership does not alter individual consumption or income, but only obstructs our ability to measure
these quantities. This is obviously a simplification of the role
of households in individual behavior. A richer model would
recognize the technology of household consumption-for
example, the existence of economies of scale-and allow
the individuals in a household to consume more in total than
aggregate household consumption. It would also recognize
that household formation is endogenous and that the behavior of those who choose to live in extended families is likely
to be systematically different from those who live by
themselves or with partners of similar ages. We do not
estimate models that handle these extensions, and they
remain importantpriorities for future work.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly
presents the basic theory and reviews existing (household-
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based) cohort studies from a range of rich and poor
countries, and also presents new results for Indonesia.
Section III presents a simple model that illustrates how using
household-level aggregates can bias estimates of age-saving
profiles and lead to incorrect inferences about the relationship between growth and saving. We also document the
problems with defining cohorts by age of household head in
countries such as Taiwan and Thailand. Section IV lays out
the individual model and shows how its parameters can be
recovered from household-level data. The model is estimated using data from Taiwan and Thailand and results are
presented in section V. Section VI turns to growth accounting and examines the implications of our estimates of
age-saving profiles for the relationship between economic
growth and the aggregate household saving rate. Section VII
concludes.
II.

Saving and Growth: Basic Theory
and Evidence to Date

We begin with an outline of the theory. In the standard
approach,no clear distinction is drawn between a household
and an individual (or, more precisely, the theory is developed for individuals and then applied to households). We
begin with that individual theory. The literatureon lifecycle
saving and growth works with a model in which uncertainty
is ignored, and in which consumption follows an age-profile
determrinedby the interaction of preferences and real interest
rates, with the level of the profile set by the level of lifetime
resources. We use the index i to denote an individual, and a
to denote age. Lifetime resources, Wi, are the sum of assets
at birth (inheritance) and the discounted present value at
birth of future labor earnings:
L

Wi =A?0 +

y I(I

I

+ r) -a

(1)

0

where L is the length of life,
r is the constant real interest rate, and
Yia is labor incoine or earnings by i at age a.
According to the lifecycle hypothesis (LCH), consumption at age a is proportionalto lifetime resources, where the
constant of proportionality depends only on age and the
(constant) real interest rate. Suppressing the latter, we write
Cia =fi

(a)Wi.

(2)

The effects of economic growth on saving depend on how
labor income is affected by growth. In the version we adopt
in this paper, which follows Modigliani's original lead, labor
income has an age profile that is invariant to changes in the
growth rate of the economy, so that productivity growth
affects only the distance between the age profiles of earnings
for different cohorts and not the age profiles themselves. The
assumption is in principle testable given cross-sectional data
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on earnings profiles from spans of years in which growth Savings, Sia, is the difference between total income and
rates are different, although finding such periods and enough consumption. We work, not with savings itself, but with the
data is likely to be difficult. For example, there is little difference between the logarithm of total income and the
difference in the slope of Taiwanese age-earnings profiles logarithm of consumption which, when the saving rate is
between the 1976-1985 and 1986-1995 periods, but growth small, is approximately equal to the saving rate. (We shall
rates during these two time periods were also similar.As has rely on this approximation only in the discussion; all
long been recognized, if individual earnings growth over life calculations, in the estimation and in the calculations of the
mirrorsaggregate growth, with steeper age profiles at higher effects of growth on saving, are done without approximagrowth rates, and if young consumers are free to borrow, tion.) From equation (3) and (8), the approximate
saving rate
higher growth will increase borrowing among the young and
is
must ultimate decrease aggregate saving. Given the Modigliani specification, we can conveniently write earnings as
(10)
sia1yia ~ lnyia -- ln Cia = ln hi(a) - ln fi(a),
proportionalto lifetime resources,
which depends on age, the interest rate, and on idiosyncratic
variation in tastes, but not on lifetime resources, nor on the
growth of lifetime resources.
where the shape of gi(a) is set by the age profile of earnings
As developed so far, we have made no allowances for
and is scaled so as to make equation (3) hold. If we define oao
bequests, so that initial assets and cxoshould logically be
so that we can write initial assets (inheiitances) as
zero. But it is straightforward to incorporate a bequest
motive in which bequests, like consumption, are a fixed
A? = oaWi,
(4) proportion of lifetime resources, so that initial assets will
also be a fixed proportion of the resources of the donor, and
then the lifetime budget constraint, which requires that the therefore also a fixed (although different) proportion of
present value of consumption equal the present value of resources of the
beneficiary.
earnings and assets, can be written as
A time series of cross-sectional household surveys gives
us the ability to track over time the average consumption and
L
average income for different birth cohorts. If we denote year
a? + E (1 + r)faa[gi(a) -fi(a)] = 0
(5)
of birth by b, and average the logarithm of equation (2) over
a=O
all individuals born in b, we can write
which is independent of the scale factor Wiprovided that ao
is independent of Wi, which we will argue below. Assets
ln Cab = lnf(a) + ln Wb
(11)
evolve over the lifecycle in order to allow equation (2) and
(3) to hold simultaneously; the asset evolution equation is
where the lines over the variables denote means. Equation
(11) can be estimated by regressing the average of the
(1 + r)(Aia-i +
(6) logarithm of consumption for those born in b and observed
Cia),
Aia
Y-a
in b + a on a set of age and cohort dummies:
so that, cumulating, we have
ln c =Da ox + Db 'YC+ UC
(12)
yia

- gi(a) Wi

(3)

a

Ai.

(1

+

r)aAO + , (1 + r)k(yk - Cik).

(7)

k=Q

Total income, Yia,is the sum of asset income, rAia,and labor
income, so that we can write
Yia = hi(a) Wi

(8)

where the scale factor hi(a) is given from equation (7), (4),
and (3) as
hi(a) =gi(a) + r(I + r)a a?o
a

+ rE
k=O

(1 + r)k[gi(a) -fi(a)].

where ln c is a stacked vector of log consumption levels
with elements corresponding to each cohort in each year,
Da is a matrix of age dummies,
Db is a matrix of cohort (year of birth) dummies,
coefficients cxcand yc are the age and cohort effects in
consumption, and
uc is the sampling (or, equivalently, measuremnent)error
that comes from the fact that ln cab is a sample estimate of
the average log consumption of all individuals born at b and
observed at a + b.
Corresponding to equation (12) and (8), we have an
income regression

~~~~~~~~~~(9)

lny =DDa

+ Db zy + uy,

(13)
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where cxYand yy are the age and cohort effects in income.
Subtractingequation (1 2) from (13) yields

FIGURE 1.-AGE EFFECTSIN LN (Y)-LN (C), COHORTEFFECTSINCLUDED (GRAPHED
IN FIGURE2)
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Under the assumption that bequests are a fixed proportionof
lifetime resources and that lifetime consumption and bequests together exhaust lifetime resources, the cohort effects
in income and consumption will be the same, so that a
restricted version of equation (14), which corresponds
to equation (10), will have only age effects and can be
rewritten as
sly
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Models of the form of equation (12) through (15) have
been estimated by a number of authors, always on the
(forced) assumption that the individuals of the theory can be
replaced by households, and individual age by the age of the
household head. Paxson (1996) uses data from four developed and developing countries:
1. Taiwan (China), with annual survey data from 1976 to
1990;
2. Thailand, with six surveys from 1976, 1981, 1986,
1988, 1990, and 1992;
3. Great Britain, with annual surveys from 1970 to 1992;
and
4. the United States, using annual surveys from 1980 to
1992.
Although our main focus here is with the developing
countries, the growth-savings link is found in developing
and developed countries alike, and the claims of the LCH to
account for that link are not confined to any subset of
developed or developing countries. Estimation of the age
and cohort effects in the unrestricted saving equation (14)
does not yield sensible results. Figures 1 and 2 show
versions of Paxson's results (updatedusing data to 1995) for
Taiwan, Thailand, and the United States, together with new
results from Indonesia using the SUSENAS household
surveys for 1984, 1987, 1990, and 1993, with approximately
50,000 households in each sample.
Figure 1 shows the estimated age effects (cxy- xc). The
age profile of savings rates sharply declines with age in the
United States, by almost 70 percentage points from age 25 to
age 70, and equally dramaticallyrises with age in Taiwan, by
nearly 50 percentage points. Both Indonesia and Thailand
have declining age effects, although the decline is more
modest (10 points in Indonesia and 15 points in Thailand). In
no case is there low saving in both youth and old age, as
might be expected under the LCH. The cohort effects
('yy - yc) in figure 2 show older cohorts saving more in the

United States, Indonesia,and Thailand,and saving less in
Taiwan.(Thex axis of the figureis age in the firstyearof the
survey, so older cohorts are farther to the right.) The
presenceof cohorteffectscontradictsthe bequestsas a fixed
fraction of resources assumptionand, if taken literally,
impliesthatAmericans,Indonesians,andThaisareconsuming an ever largershare-and Taiwanesean ever smaller
share-of their lifetime resources.The cohort effects are
muchtoo largeto be plausible,especiallyin Taiwanandthe
UnitedStates.They implythatTaiwanesebornin 1960 will
bequeath26 percentagepointsmoreof theirlifetimewealth
thantheirparentsbornin 1930, andthatAmericansbornin
1960 plan to bequeath20 percentagepointsless thanthose
bornin 1930.
The key to interpretingthese findingsis the fact thatthe
graphsin figures1 and 2 are approximatelylinearand that,
withincountries,the slopesof the age andcohortprofilesare
approximatelyequal and opposite. Note that the slopes
wouldhave the same sign if the cohorteffectswere graphed
as a functionof birthyear.Writeequation(14) in the form
+ y,(b)

-y(a)-x(a)

Sab/Yab -=

FIGURE 2.-COHORT
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where a is age and b is birth year. When the age and cohort
profiles are linear and have slope 3, say, equation (16)
becomes

FIGURE 3.-AGE

,i

sablyab= P +

(a + b) = P + t

(17)

(because age plus year of birth is the calendar date t). The
combination of a linearly decreasing (increasing) age profile
and increasing (decreasing) cohort profile of the same slope
is a time trend in which the saving rate of all age groups is
falling (rising) through time. The offsetting age and cohort
effects in figures 1 and 2 come from the large declines and
increases in household saving rates in the U.S. and Taiwan,
respectively, and the more modest downward trends in
Indonesia and Thailand. (In contrast to the national aggregates, the household data in Indonesia and Thailand show
decreasing saving rates over the relevant periods. For
example, in Indonesia, the aggregate saving rate in the
survey data is 11.7 in 1984, 9.8 in 1987, 8.6 in 1990, and 9.7
in 1993.) It is importantto note that these offsetting age and
cohort profiles should not exist if the LCH is giving a
complete account of the data.According to the model, trends
are supposed to be an aggregation effect associated with
slower growth in the United States and faster growth in
Taiwan. Instead, these results show that each American
(Taiwanese) cohort is saving less (more) at each age than did
his or her predecessors at the same age. If growth is causing
saving, the mechanism is not macroeconomic, working by
aggregation with differential weighting of different age
groups, but microeconomic, in some way that we do not
understand.Even without further analysis, these results cast
considerable doubt on the proposition that changes in saving
rates in the United States and Taiwan (or Indonesia or
Thailand) are attributableto changes in growth through the
mechanism postulated by the LCH.
Paxson shows that it is possible to obtain more-sensible
age profiles for saving rates by estimating not equation (14),
with both age and cohort effects, but equation (15), in which
the cohort effects are eliminated in spite of their statistical
significance. (Year effects can also be included; although
significant, they make little difference to the estimates of the
age profile.) While this procedure essentially concedes
defeat in the attempt to explain the major features of the
saving ratio by the LCH, it allows investigation of the LCH
as a secondary cause. Indeed, the resulting age profiles of
saving shown in figure 3 are now a good deal more sensible,
and in the United States and Taiwan have the general shape
predicted by the theory, with saving rates among the elderly
up to twenty percentage points lower than those at younger
ages. For Indonesia and Thailand, by contrast, there is little
evidence of any well-defined age profile of saving rates. But
even the profiles estimated for Taiwan and the United States
vary too little with age to allow growth rates to have much
effect on aggregate saving. An increase in the per capita
growth rate of income from 2% to 4% a year is predicted to
increase the U.S. household saving rate from 6.2% to 6.5%,
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the Taiwanese rate from 15.9% to 16.2%, and to decrease the
Thai saving rates from 17.6% to 17.5%. (See Paxson
(1996).) The variation of saving rates with age is simply not
large enough-nor always in the right direction-to allow
growth to have much effect on savings through the aggregation effects postulated by the LCH.
These results are consistent with other studies from
developed economies. For the United States, Bosworth,
Burtless, and Sabelhaus (1991) have earlier found the result
that the decline in the saving ratio is in the microeconomic
data and is not accounted for by the aggregation effects
postulated by the LCH. Other international evidence comes
from the NBER's project on international comparisons of
household saving (Poterba (1994)), which covers Canada,
Italy, Japan, Germany, the United Kingdom, and the United
States. The results for the United States and United Kingdom are consistent with those reported above, while those
for Canada show both the matching cohort and age effects
identified by Paxson for the United States and Taiwan, as
well as a generally rising age profile of saving rates
conditional on the time trends. The Japanese, German, and
Italian studies do not have enough survey years to estimate
reliable cohort and age effects, but all three sets of authors
remark on high saving rates among the elderly. All of these
studies are based on household data and on the identification
of cohorts by the age of the household head, and all appearto
include as pension income the component that should
rightfully be regarded as dissaving.
III.

Problems with the Use of Household Data

While it is obviously true that households are not individuals, and that there is no reason to suppose that household
behavior varies with the age of the household head in the
same way that individual behavior varies with the age of the
individual, these assumptions are largely forced upon us by
the data, and it is not immediately clear what sort of biases
they might introduce. In this section, we first document the
differences between the head's age and individual age and
then discuss how these differences can bias the estimated
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FIGURE 4.-AVERAGE
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age profilesof consumption,saving,andincome,as well as
the effectsof growthon aggregatesaving.
The firstpointto noteis that,unlikeindividualage, head's
age dependson the way headshipis defined.There is no
agreed standard.For example, in the Taiwanese survey,
headship is associated with being the main earner; in
Thailand,the household head is defined as "the person
recognized as such by other members whether he was
responsiblefor financialsupportor welfareof the household
membersor not"(NationalStatisticalOffice(1981)).In such
circumstances,behavioralchangesindexedon the age of the
head are not only internationallynoncomparable,but are
hard to interpretwithin countries,because the change in
behaviorcanbe drivenas muchby changingcompositionof
householdsas by changesin behaviorby individualsas they
age.
Thatthere is no simple relationshipbetweenhead's and
individualage is apparentin the data.For example,approximately53%of 40-year-oldsin Taiwanarehouseholdheads,
but the fractiondeclines with age thereafterto only about
23%at age 70. InThailand,headshipratesrisewithage until
much later,exceeding60% at ages 60 to 69, and declining
rapidlythereafter.Figure4 presentsthe data from Taiwan
andThailandin a differentway.These graphsplot, for each
surveyyear,the averageage of each individual'shousehold
head againstthe age of the individual.If everyonewere a
householdhead, head's age would equal own age, and the
plot wouldbe the 45-degreeline.As it is, the plot lies above
the 45-degree line for young people (young adults living
withtheirparents),thenrunsmoreor less alongthe line until
aroundage 40 in Taiwanandfor longerin Thailand,andthen
falls below the line and flattensout (as the elderlyincreasingly live with their children).Even though the lines are
higher in the later surveys, particularlyin Taiwan,where
moreof the elderlyareliving independentlyin recentyears,
head'sage remainsverydifferentfromindividualage.
The disconnectbetweenhead'sand individualage raises
two separateissues. The firstcanbe thoughtof as bias in the
age profiles; if the processes determiningheadship are
correlatedwithwealthandsaving,savingto age profileswill
be biasedby workingwith head's age insteadof individual
age. The second, which is independentof the first, is the
question of whether,when growth rates change, the age
profilesestimatedfromhouseholddatacanbe expectedto be
invariantto changesin growthrates.
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We have good reasons to expect selection bias in the
estimatesof age profilesof saving,as thereis some evidence
thatthe elderlypreferto live by themselveswhen they can,
so that high savers may be more likely to survive as
independenthouseholds.If low savers move in with their
childrenandhigh saverscontinueas heads,the age profileof
saving will not decline with age in a way that reflectsthe
averagebehaviorof the elderly.It is also likely that other
processes of family formation-such as migration,setting
up as an independenthousehold,marriage,anddivorce-are
conditionedon wealth and saving. Similar argumentsare
often put aboutmortality,wherethereis good evidencethat
the wealthy have lower probabilityof death. (See, for
example, Jianakoplos,Menchik, and Irvine (1989) and
AttanasioandHoynes (1996) for evidencefromthe United
States.)However,to assess the effects of growthon saving,
we are interestedonly in those who are alive, and the
mortalityselectedprofileis the relevantone.
Even without any link from saving to headship,there
remainsthe questionof whetherthe householdage profiles
can be expectedto remainconstantas growthrateschange.
Thatthis will not be the case is most obviousfor changesin
the structureof the population.Suppose,for example,that
thereis a declinein the rateof populationgrowthso that,in
the new demographicequilibrium,there are more elderly
relativeto others,and fewer children.The new population
structuremust somehow be reflectedin new structuresof
households,whichwill in generalimplythat,conditionalon
head'sage, the compositionof householdswill be different.
Whenthe typical40-year-oldhas two elderlypeople living
in his or herhouseholdinsteadof one, the householdsaving
ratewill be lower,even if thereis no changein the individual
age profilesof saving.The sameis truewhendemographyis
held constantbut thereis a changein the rate of economic
lifetimeresourcesamongindividugrowththatredistributes
als of differentages withinthe household.
The following model was constructedby Pierre-Olivier
Gourinchas,andillustratesclearlyhow the householdspecificationcan cause difficulties.Supposethateach individual
lives for 80 years,is bornin year0, goes to workat 15 until
age 54, and retiresfrom year 55 to year 79. Assume that
there is no populationgrowth, so that there is a uniform
distributionof ages. Consumptionis constantthroughout
life, andthe interestrateis zero, so thatconsumptionin each
yearof life is half of earningsin eachyearof life, Cb = 05yb
for labor income Yb indexed on year of birth b. Lifetime
resources Wb is 40Yb, so that we can also write the
consumptionandage profilesin termsof age a as
1

Ca=
a

80

Wb =Yc a Wb,

a = O,. .., 79

= YyaWb,

a = 15, ..,54

(18)

1
Ya = jWb

= 0,

otherwise.
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FIGURE 5-COMPARISONS OF THE RELATIONSHIPBETWEENSAVING AND GROWTH,
USING THE HOUSEHOLDAND INDIVIDUAL METHODS
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Suppose that earnings grows at rate g, so that Yb = Yo
(1 + g)b, and lifetimeresourcesalso grows at rateg across
cohorts. If we normalizeinitial lifetime resourcesto be
unity,andwriteG for (1 + g), we have Wb = Gb.Aggregate
consumptionoverall individualsin the economyis given by
summing over all individualscurrentlyalive, so that, at
time t,

duringwhich the head ages from 25 to 64. The household
lifecycle has fourregimes.In regime 1, the headis aged 25
to 39, andthereis a workingadultanda nonworkingchild.
In regime2, the headis 40 to 49, thereis a workinghead,a
workingchild, anda retiredelderlyperson.In regime3, the
headis 50 to 54, thereis a workingheadanda retiredelderly
person.Finally,in regime4, the headis aged 55 to 64, lives
alone, and has no earnings.We assumethathouseholdsact
only as veils so thateach personbehavesexactlyas they do
in the individualmodel, and that household behavior is
simplythe aggregateof theirindividualbehavior.However,
whenwe come to do the analysis,we measureage by head's
age, and resourcesby householdresources.On this basis,
householdtotal resourcesare 35Yb + 5Yb+25, from the 35
yearsof workby the headandthe five yearsof workby the
child.In each regime,we can thencalculatetotalhousehold
consumptionand income (earnings) as a ratio of total
householdlifetime resources,which gives us the age profiles, or y's,for householdconsumptionandearnings.Thisis
not worthlaying out for each regime,andwe illustrateonly
for regime 2, in which thereis an adult,an elderlyperson,
and a child. Second regime household consumptionand
income are given by

79

1
Ct- 8 EGt

Gt 1-G-80
=80

1 G

(19)

Totalincome (which with a zero interestrateis total labor
income)is given by

Ch=
yh=

I
- (40yoGb)(1 + G 25 + G -25)

(22)

yOGb(1+ G25).

In the first expression,householdconsumptionis the consumptionof thehead(whois bornin b) whichis givenby the
(20)
Yt= 40E Gt-k =- 40 1- - G
of the firsttwo terms,plus the consumptionof the
product
(0
k=15
child and the parent,who are 25 years youngerand older,
The aggregatesavingrateis thereforegiven as a functionof respectively.Similarly,income is the sum of the adult's
income and the child's income. If we express these as
the growthrateby
fractions of household lifetime resources, we obtain the
correspondingcomponentsof the age profiles:
S (1-G -40) - 0.5 (G15-G -65)
1

Y

54

GtG-15-

1-G-40

G-40

,

(21)

the graphof whichis the invertedU in figure5. At low rates
of growth, higher growth redistributeslifetime resources
fromold dissaversto youngersavers,andincreasesnational
saving. But at high enough growth rates, the elderly are
sufficiently(relatively)poornot to determinethe result,and
higher growth redistributesresourcesaway from middleaged savers towardsdissaving children.Note that in this
example, we assume that children consume as much as
adults,whichis why the savingto growthrelationshipturns
downat sucha low growthrate.
Supposenow thatwe rearrangethese people into households.We assumethateachpersonmovesout of the parental
home at age 25, immediatelybearsa single child who also
remainsat home until age 25, earningfrom age 15. At age
65, people move in with their40-year-oldchild andremain
there until death. Householdsthereforelive for 40 years,

1 (40yoGb)(I

+ G25 + G-25) wh

Y Gb(35 + SG )

c2 = 80

_

yoGb(1 + G25)

-c

2

Wh

(23)

yoGb(35 + 5G 25)

If we do this for the otherthreeregimes,we get a compete
householdage profile,whichcan thenbe aggregatedoverall
householdsto give the relationshipbetweengrowthandthe
aggregatesavingratefor the economyas a whole.
Becausethe householdsaresimplya veil for the individuals withinthem and becausein our model the existenceof
households has no effect on anyone's consumption,the
"individual"and "household"economiesareidentical,as is
the relationshipbetweensavingandgrowthin each. Indeed,
if the aggregationprocedureoutlinedin the previousparagraphis followed through,we will eventuallyget back to
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equation (21). But that is not what will happen if an
econometrician analyzes the household data to recover the
age profile by age of head. Such an exercise will recover the
age profiles of consumption and income-the
jc(a) and
PY(a) parameters in equation (23)-and, then, in a false
analogy with individual profiles, will treat them as constants
when calculating the relationshipbetween saving and growth.
But, in fact, as equation (23) illustrates, the y's are a function
of the growth rate, because growth changes the relative
economic positions of people in the household according to
their age. Exactly what happens when we follow through the
household method depends on the rate of growth in the
economy for the period originally analyzed, and three
possibilities are shown in figure 5, corresponding to growth
rates of 1%, 1.5%, and 2%. These three curves are quite
different from the true curve, equation (21), and quite
different from one another, showing a positive relationship
with growth at 1%, no relationship at 1.5%, and a negative
relationship at 2%. Note that each of these curves intersects
the true curve at the growth rate used in its construction. But
it is clear from the figure that, if households truly act as a
veil, the relationship between growth and saving constructed
from the household data may not be at all informative about
the relationship between growth and saving in the economy.
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members in consumption. It is not difficult to think of other,
richer specifications, although all of those with which we
have experimented present serious econometric challenges
that remain to be solved. We think of the version of the
model presented here as a first step away from the household
version of the model which we hope will serve as a base
from which to make furtherexploration.
Our econometric procedures are inspired by the work of
Chesher (1997, 1998), who is also concerned with recovering individual behavior from household data, although we
use different models and econometric techniques. We begin
in the same way as before, with equation (1), although now
the i subscript is clearly taken to refer to aniindividual, not a
household. It is convenient to rewrite equation (2) in the
form
Ciab

Cab + Eiab =f(a)

=

Wb + Eiab,

(24)

where Eiaibis a mean zero error,and we are now decomposing
the mean cohort consumption into an age effect f(a) and a
cohort effect W1, interpretable as cohort average lifetime
resources. (This is not identical to the original fornmulation,
but it is equivalent if, within each cohort, individual
deviations from the age profile are independeintof individual
deviations from lifetime resources.) For a household h,
IV. Specificationand Estimationof
included in the survey at timnet, we observe household
an IndividualLifecycleModel
consumption Ch which is the sum of individual consumpWe now takeup the challengeof proposingan individual tion, so that

version of the lifecycle model that is empiricallytractable
A
and thatwe can applyto the datafor ThailandandTaiwan.
(25)
Cht E
nlahtf(a) Wt-a + E Eiat-a
As in sectionIII,we supposethateachindividualfollows his
iE&h
a=1
or her own lifecycle trajectory,in which both consumption
andincomeat each age is the productof an age effect anda
where naht is the number of people aged a in household h
lifecycle wealtheffect. Individualsare groupedinto house- at time t,
holds in some way into which we do not inquire,and we
A is the maximum age in the population, and

observe not the individual consumption and income levels
but household consumption and income, defined as the sums
over the individual members. Households operate as veils

we have used the fact that someone aged a and observed
in t was born in t - a.
The age profile f(a) and the cohort lifetime wealth levels
that mask the lifecycle behaviorof their individualmem- Wbare, as before, estimated nonparametricallyusing dummry
bers. This version of the LCH has a numberof unfamiliar variables, but we must now proceed in two steps. At the first
features and some genuine problems. That we treat house- stage, define
hold formation as an exogenous and largely irrelevant
process is clearly unsatisfactory; as far as we are concerned,
(26)
Wta
Pat =f(a)
the household plays a role only in the measurement process.

But the standardapproach,whichtakesthe householdas the the product of the age a age effect and the wealth effect for
atomicunit,is no moresatisfactoryandhas equallylittle to those of age a in year t. For a single cross section from year t,
say about how householdsform, who is head, and what we estimate the regression, from equation (25),
happenswhen householdsform or disintegrate.And, as we
have seen in the previous section, we cannot define a
N
constantpopulationof householdsfrom which to sample,
=
+ Vit,
t
1 . .. T,
(27)
Cht
nahtfat
which is not a problem for individuals.
A more remediable problem with our approach is the

assumptionthat householdconsumptionis the sum of the
consumptionof household members. While this is an
obviousstartingpoint,it makesno allowancefor economies
of scale, nor for other interactionsbetween household

I

a=o

so that the 13'sare recovered by a cross-sectional regression
of household consumption levels on the numbers of people
in the household in each age from 0 to 99. These P3'sare our
estimates of "individual" consumption. We also estimate
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equation (27) using household income as the dependent
variable to obtain measures of "individual" income; in this
case, we restrict the coefficients to be zero for ages 80 and
above. The restriction cannot be rejected for all but a few
years of the data, and attempts to estimate the income
coefficients beyond gave unacceptably noisy estimates. At
the second stage, these measures of individual consumption
and income are decomposed according to equation (26) into
age effects and cohort (wealth) effects. Provided that the ,B's
are positive, this decomposition can be performed by
pooling the 13'sfrom all of the years, taking logarithms, and
regressing on a set of age and cohort dummies, which
corresponds to the first (and only) stage when we are
working with household-level data. However, we do not
restrict the P3'sto be positive when we estimate equation
(27), and in practice they are sometimes negative for those at
very young and very old ages. We therefore need an
estimation technique that works in general.
The method works as follows. First, suppose that we have
estimates of consumption for C birth cohorts at each of the
100 ages, running from 0 to 99. The 3's from equation (27)
can then be stacked into a C X 100 matrix (denoted B), the
rows of which represent different birth cohorts and the
columns of which correspond to each of the 100 possible
ages. Equation (26) can be rewritten in matrix form as
B = cot',

(28)

where c is a CX 1 vector of cohort effects, and x is a lOOX1
vector of age effects. The vectors c and ao can be estimated
by minimizing the sum over all cohorts and ages of the
squaredresiduals between the P's and the product of the age
and cohort effects or, equivalently, by minimizing the
trace of
(B-

ct')'(B

-

ca'),

(29)

subject to a suitable normialization of c or x. With the
normalization that c'c = 1, it is straightforwardto show that
c is estimated as the eigenvector of B 'B corresponding to the
largest eigenvalue. The estimate of aois B'c.
In practice, this general method cannot be implemented
exactly as described above because we do not observe all
cohorts at all ages. For example, in the Thai data, we observe
the cohort of those born in 1950 only between the ages of 26
(in 1976, the first year of the survey), and 42 (in 1992, the
last year of the survey). Furthermore, because the survey
was conducted only six times over a 22-year period, we
observe the cohort only at four ages between 26 and 42.
Many elements of the matrix B are therefore missing. The
problem is solved using an iterative estimation procedure, in
which the missing values in the matrix B are filled in using
the values predicted by estimates of c and x from the
previous iteration. More specifically, let Piab represent the
individual consumption (or income) for people aged a who
were born in year b, ota denote the age effect for people aged

a, and Cbdenote the cohort effect for people born in year b.
The estimation procedure described above is equivalent to
minimizing:
c
E

E

(Iab

-

CbOLa)2

(30)

b=1 a

where the ages are summed only over the appropriaterange
for each birth cohort. Define *b to be equal to Pab if Pab iS
observed, and to cb(xa if it is not observed. Then equation
(30) can be written as a sum over all possible cohorts and
ages:
c
z E

b=1 a

(I3a -

CbO(Xa)2

(31)

with no change in the resulting solution. Minimizing equation (31) is equivalent to minimizing the trace of equation
(29), provided that the matrix B contains the elements rab
ratherthan PabOur procedure is to obtain starting values of the age and
cohort effects using the standard log-linear decomposition,
after setting any negative values of individual consumption
and income to a low value of 1 (so that we can take logs).
These estimates are converted from logs to levels to obtain
initial estimates of c and ox,which are used to calculate the
elements of B for pairs of cohorts and ages that are not
observed. We then estimate c and ot as described above, and
again use these estimates to recalculate and replace the
elements of B that are not observed. This is repeated until the
estimates converge.
In our empirical work, we impose the restriction that the
cohort effects in income and consumption are identical.
Estimating the cohort and age effects for consumption and
income subject to the restriction is done by defining B to be a
CX 180 matrix: The first 100 columns contain information
on consumption of individuals from ages 0 to 99, and the last
80 columns contain information on income of individuals
from ages 0 to 79. The vector cxhas 180 elements, the first
100 of which contain age effects in consumption and the last
80 of which contain age effects in income. Otherwise, the
estimation procedure is as described above.
V.

Results from Thailand and Taiwan

The first step is to estimate equation (27) and the
corresponding equation for income for each cross section for
the two countries. There are twenty cross sections for
Taiwan (from 1976 to 1995) and six for Thailand (1976,
1981, 1986, 1988, 1990, and 1992). Figure 6 plots the
estimated parameters:for Taiwan in the top two panels, for
Thailand in the bottom panels, on the left for consumption
(showing only the coefficients up to age 79) and on the right
for income.
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FIGURE 6.-ESTIMATES

OF AGE-SPECIFICINCOMEAND CONSUMPTION(BAT'S)BY
SURVEY YEAR
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Because these estimates conflate age and cohort effects,
the graphs should not be interpreted as longitudinal age
profiles. The consumption profiles are low for young children, rise to approximately age 45, and then fall with age.
Among the elderly, there are increasingly few observations,
and the estimates become relatively imprecise and include
several negative values. At the other end, for children, the
estimates are much more precise, but they are close to zero
so that, even with small sampling variability, there are
occasional negative values. For income, and especially for
Thailand, the coefficients are frequently negative for young
children. In this individual version of the lifecycle model,
the reduction in parental earnings associated with young
children can be captured only by assigning them negative
income. Even if we do not want to treat this literally, these
estimates will ensure that, when we calculate saving rates
with different growth rates or with different demographic
structures, the effects that work through reductions in
parental earnings will be accounted for. Lower fertility will
raise household earnings, and, the richer are children in
lifetime resources, the more their care reduces household
earnings.
The difference between the Taiwanese and Thai profiles
comes from the much more rapid rate of growth of
household incomes and consumption in Taiwan. Because
incomes and consumption are so much higher in the later
thaniin the earlier surveys, and because the consumption of
children and of the elderly remains close to zero, the
Taiwanese curves are stretchedfurtherand furtherup as time
passes.
Figure 7 shows the estimated age profiles for savings (or,
more precisely, the differences in the logarithms of the ox'sof
income and consumption estimated from equation (31) for
the individual method, and the differences of the estimates
themselves in the household case) for the two countries.
These individual age effects are shown together with the
household age effects estimated from the original household
methodology, and shown previously in figure 3. Because the
individual profiles are estimated from the occasionally noisy
estimates of the 's, they are themselves somewhat noisy,
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especially in Thailand where there are many fewer surveys.
However, we have resisted the urge to smooth them; we do
not need smooth estimates to calculate the growth effects,
and it is easy enough to imagine smoothed versions of the
profiles in the figure. The major result here is that the age
profiles computed on the individual basis are a good deal
more in accord with the lifecycle story than are the age
profiles computed on the original household basis. In
particular, saving rates (or, more precisely, the difference
between the logarithms of income and consumption) decline
sharply and become negative after about age 60 and show
evidence of rising throughout the work years, gradually in
Thailand and more sharply between 20 and 25 in Taiwan.
Adding in the negative saving effects for those younger than
20 (not shown in the figures because they would dominate
the scale) would furtheremphasize the hump-shaped saving
profiles from the individual approach. By contrast, the
household saving-to-age profiles are essentially flat throughout the lifecycle.
However, before concluding that switching from households to individuals validates the lifecycle approach, it must
always be kept in mind that the individual profiles, like the
household profiles, are computed under the restriction that
there are no cohort effects in saving rates, a restriction that is
strongly rejected in the data. As a result, the trends in actual
saving rates in both countries are mechanically accounted
for by time effects, and are left unexplained by either version
of the lifecycle model. The individual method yields something like a lifecycle version of saving rates, but only once
we have abandonedthe attempt to explain the major features
of the data.
Saving and Growth

VI.

The age profiles of saving, using both the individual and
household methods, can be used to examine how growth
affects the aggregate saving rate. As before, suppose that the
rate of per capita economic growth is g, so that each cohort
has (1 + g) times as much lifetime resources as its immediate predecessor. Hence,
Wb =

Wo(1 + g)b = W0o( + g)(t-a)

(32)

so that, for the corresponding income expression, we have
Yab =

(1 +
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where -yy denotes the age effect in the level of income for
individuials (or, for the household model, for household
heads) aged a. The y,, are as estimated in the individual
model, although the income coefficients are set to zero for
those older than 79; we do not complicate the notation by
noting this exception again, but it is taken into account in all
the calculations. When we use the household method, yay iS
the exponent of the age effects estimated in logarithms.
Consumption for cohort b at age a is
Cab-

(1 + g)(t a) WOYac,

FIGURE 8.-RELATIONSHIP BETWEENAGGREGATESAVING RATE AND THE RATE OF
ECONOMICGROWTH,FOR DIFFERENTVALUES OF THE RATE OF POPULATIONS
GROWTH(N).
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where the age effects for the different countries and models
are defined as for income. The aggregate saving ratio at time
t is therefore given by
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where A is the maximal age in the population, and qat iS the
fraction of households or of individuals aged a in the
population at time t, depending on whether we are working
with the household or individual version of the model.
The fractions Xa, are calculated under the assumption that
the population is in demographic equilibrium, so that,
instead of using the actual age distribution of the population
from survey data, we use the age distribution that is implied
by a given rate of population growth and a fixed set of
probabilities of surviving to each age. We do this so we can
examine how changes in the rate of population growth affect
the relationship between growth anidaggregate saving. In the
individual case,
(1 + n) -aPa
Inat

nF0.02

Tqat(O + g) -aYa
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rateof ecanorrxcgrowth

We are also interestedin the derivativeof the aggregate
savingratiowith respectto the rate of growthg, since it is
this numberthatmustbe comparedwiththe slope of the line
linkingsavingandgrowthin the internationalcomparisons.
From equation (35), we have

Y1+ g

a

( +
E (1
f)-paa

.01

.05

(36)
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Yc

+ g)

a 3at

x
where n is the rate of population growth and pO,is the
probability of survival to age a. For Taiwan, the survival
probabilities are from the Taiwanese life table in Keyfitz and
Flieger (1990). For Thailand, the life table is from NSO
(1997). In the household case,
(1 +

--aph

Tlat

.(1
a

+ n)

a~~~~~

Pa

(37)

where p his the probability that someone survives to age a
and is a household head at that age, and is calculated as
described by Deaton and Paxson (1997).
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The results of the growth calculationsfor Taiwanand
Thailandareshownin figure8, whichshowstherelationship
between saving and growth for four different rates of
populationgrowth,one in each panel.Tables1 and 2 show
the saving rates and derivativesof the saving rate with
respectto growthfor TaiwanandThailand.Thereare three
mainpoints.First,therearestronginteractioneffects,so that
the effects of economic growth depend on the rate of
populationgrowth;these are the "variablerate of growth"
effectsthathave been emphasizedby FryandMason(1982)
and Mason (1988). When the rate of populationgrowthis
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TABLE 1.-SAVING

RATES AT DIFFERENT RATES OF ECONOMIC GROWTH (g)
AND POPULATION GROWTH (n), TAIWAN

Rate of
Economic
Growth(g):

Household

0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05

0.204
0.203
0.203
0.202
0.202

0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05

0.203
0.203
0.202
0.202
0.201

S/Y

a(S/Y)hag
Individual

Household

Individual

-0.014
-0.035
-0.050
-0.059
-0.062

3.031
2.202
1.476
0.846
0.300

-0.036
-0.051
-0.060
-0.063
-0.061

2.224
1.484
0.842
0.288
-0.191

-0.051
-0.060
-0.063
-0.061
-0.055

1.506
0.851
0.286
-0.201
-0.623

-0.061
-0.064
-0.062
-0.056
-0.047

0.871
0.294
-0.203
-0.633
-1.009

n = 0.01
0.169
0.195
0.213
0.225
0.230

n=

n=
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05

0.203
0.202
0.202
0.201
0.201

0.202
0.202
0.201
0.201
0.200

0.03

0.213
0.225
0.230
0.231
0.227

n=
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05

0.02

0.195
0.213
0.225
0.230
0.231

0.04

0.225
0.230
0.231
0.227
0.218

high, there are relatively large numbers of children, who are
not saving, so that making them relatively rich has only a
small or even negative effect on the aggregate saving rate.
When population growth is slow, the traditional effect is
more likely to dominate, with higher growth of income
redistributing income towards the high savers and causing
saving rates to rise. Second, at low rates of population
growth, the traditional growth-to-saving effect operates in
Taiwan, and the effect is large, much larger than the
essentially zero effect in the household-based model, and
large enough to be a serious candidate for explaining the
correlation between growth and saving in the aggregate data.
With a population growth rate of 1%a year and a growth rate
of per capita economic growth of 3%, an increase of one
percentage point in the rate of economic growth (from 3% to
4%) would increase the aggregate saving rate by about 1.2
percentage points. The effect at initially lower rates of
economic growth are larger, implying that an increase in the
rate of economic growth from 2% to 3% would increase the
aggregate saving rate by nearly two percentage points,
which is close to the number that comes out of the simplest
stripped-down lifecycle model. In Thailand, even at low
rates of population growth, there is little or no positive effect
of growth on saving, and, at high rates of population growth,
higher economic growth drives down the aggregate saving
rate.
The third point to note is that the effects of growth on
saving are quite different when using the individual and
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household methods. The household method, which is based
on an age-saving profile that does not capture dissaving at
old and young ages, shows close to a zero effect of increased
growth on saving. (The household results differ from those
in Paxson (1996) for two reasons. First, for Taiwan, we have
extended the number of surveys with which we work.
Second, for both countries, we work here with stationary
populations rather than actual populations.) The numerical
example in figure 5 appears to be more than a theoretical
curiosity.
While the results for Taiwan are consistent with a positive
relation between growth and saving, the results from Thailand are not. Although the individual method yields a
lifecycle saving pattern that has a pronounced lifecycle
shape, it implies that higher economic growth will reduce
the aggregate saving rate. This is true even at very low rates
of population growth. The reason is that the negative effects
of children on saving predominate. Our results indicate that
children have a larger negative effect on saving in Thailand
than in Taiwan. Furthermore,because survival probabilities
to old age are lower in Thailand, the dissaving of the elderly
is given less weight. Increases in the rate of economic
growth that shift resources toward the young are therefore
predicted to reduce the rate of aggregate saving. Although
this result is consistent with lifecycle theory, it is not
consistent with the observed (positive) relationship between
growth and saving observed in the international aggregate
data.

TABLE 2.-SAVING

RATES AT DIFFERENT RATES OF ECONOMIC GROWTH (g)
AND POPULATION GROWTH (n), THAILAND

S/Y

Rate of
Economic
Growth (g):

Household

a(s/y)lag
Individual

Household

Individual

n = 0.00
0.01

0.042

0.018

0.089

0.02

0.043

0.033

0.073

0.03
0.04
0.05

0.044
0.044
0.045

0.01

0.043

0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05

0.044
0.044
0.045
0.045

0.01
0.02

0.044
0.044

0.03
0.04

0.045
0.045

0.05

0.045

0.01

0.044

0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05

0.045
0.045
0.045
0.045

0.033
0.018
-0.014

0.059
0.046
0.035

2.307

0.756
-0.713
-2.299
-4.308

n = 0.01
0.033

0.074

0.748

0.059
0.046
0.035
0.026

-0.751
-2.375
-4.447
-7.603

0.060
0.046

-0.758
-2.416

-0.017
-0.077

0.035
0.026

-4.541
-7.802

-0.182

0.019

0.033
0.018
-0.016
-0.075
n = 0.02
0.033
0.017

-13.871

n = 0.03

0.018
-0.017
-0.078
-0.185
-0.389

0.047
0.035
0.026
0.019
0.013

-2.422
-4.585
-7.920
-14.179
-29.309
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Note finally that all the results in this section are
calculatedby comparingsituationsin which the rates of
economicandpopulationgrowthare assumedto have been
constantfor a long time. In reality,it takes many years for
demographicequilibriumto be reestablishedafter (for
example)a dropin fertility,and transitionaleffects can be
quitedifferentfromthoseobtainedby comparingequilibria.
In Deaton and Paxson (2000, forthcoming)we use the
individualmodel estimatedhere to assess the contribution
thatdemographicchangein Taiwanhas madeto the increase
in its savingratioandfindthat,althoughthe effectsarein the
rightdirection,they accountfor only a smallfractionof the
increase.

VII. Conclusions
We were surprisedby the differencesbetweenthe results
of this paperand those fromour earlierwork.Althoughwe
were awarethat previoustests of the growtheffect in the
LCHwerebiasedbothby the omissionof pensioncontributions andwithdrawals,andby the potentialdifficultieswith
the householdapproach,we had not anticipatedthe difference thatis madeby ourcorrectionsfor the latter.As it turns
out, thebiggestchangesarebroughtabout,notby correction
to the shapeof the age profilesof consumption,but by the
recognition that the household age profiles of income,
consumption,and saving changealong with changesin the
age structureof the population-and thus of householdsandwith changesin therelativeeconomicpowerof different
age groups.Althoughour resultsindicatethat growthmay
have largeeffects on aggregatesaving,the size and sign of
these effects differsacrossthe two countrieswe study.We
concludethatthe positive relationshipbetweengrowthand
savingthatis observedin internationalaggregatedatais far
fromobviouslyconsistentwith the microevidence.
As in any out-of-samplesimulationstudyof this kind,the
resultsare a mixtureof assumptionand evidence.We draw
attentionto our extreme-but extremelyuseful-assumption that each individualfollows his or her own lifecycle
pathfrombirthto death,andthatthe level of thatpathis set
by the individual'slifetime resources.The assumptionhas
some (perhaps)implausibleconsequences.Forexample,our
resultsfor both countriesindicatethataddingchildrento a
household will decrease household saving from what it
otherwise would have been, something that is standard
enough(althoughnot necessarilywell-documentedempirically) in these sorts of models. But the individuallifecycle
model also implies that the negative effect on household
savingwill be largerthe largeris the rateof growth,because
higher growth enriches children relative to their parents
within the same family, and thus redistributeshousehold
resourcestowardsthe nonsavers.It is this featureof the
model thatdrivesthe negativerelationshipbetweengrowth
and saving for Thailand.The same is true when elderly
peoplemove in with theirchildren;theirconsumptionlevels
are determinedby their own lifetime resourcesand not by

those of their host family, an assumptionthat is perhaps
more palatablethan the correspondingassumptionabout
children. Nevertheless, we would be a good deal more
confident in our conclusions if there were any direct
empirical corroborationof these effects, whether from
Taiwan,Thailand,or elsewhere.
It is also likely thatour story of householdsas a veil for
individualbehavioris one that maximizes the differences
betweenthe householdandthe individualmodel,so thatthe
truthmay lie somewherein between. People do not form
households randomly,and people living together almost
certainlydo not consume,earn, and save in the same way
thatthey would if living apart.Childrendo not really have
negativeincomes,andtheexistenceof householdeconomies
of scale in consumptionwill changeconsumptionpatterns,
as will the way in which resources are shared among
householdmembers.Intrahousehold
sharingrulesmaythemselves change as the rate of growth changes, so that the
individualage profilesmay changewith growthratherthan
being fixed (as arguedhere). We see our model as only a
starting point, albeit a tractableone, in the project of
deconstructingthe householdfor intertemporal
analysis.
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